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Abstract: Male breast cancer is a rare disease. There are limited data to inform optimal treatment and follow-up strategies in this population. Currently, most follow-up guidelines are drawn from the vast literature on female breast cancer, despite the fact that male breast cancer has unique biological characteristics. In this review, we discuss clinical characteristics of male breast cancer as well as current best practices for long-term care with a focus on surveillance, screening, and treatment-related symptom management in male breast cancer survivors.
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Introduction
Male breast cancer is a rare disease, comprising 1% of all breast cancer diagnoses and 0.25% of cancer diagnoses in men in the US.¹ In 2015, it is estimated that 2,350 American men will be diagnosed with breast cancer and that 440 will die of the disease.² Known risk factors for male breast cancer include genetic mutations (most notably, BRCA2), radiation exposure, increasing age, family history, and conditions that alter the estrogen/androgen balance, including Klinefelter syndrome.³⁻⁶ However, little is known regarding optimal treatment and follow-up strategies for these patients. Currently, most male breast cancer care algorithms are extrapolated from the treatment and follow-up of female breast cancer patients, and data are particularly lacking regarding postcancer surveillance for male breast cancer survivors. In this manuscript, we review what is known about the clinical characteristics and treatment patterns seen in male breast cancer as a background for our discussion of best practices in surveillance, genetic testing, and management of side effects in male patients.

Clinical characteristics and treatments
Cardoso et al recently reported the initial results of the EORTC10085/TBCRC/BIG/NABCG International Male Breast Cancer Program retrospective analysis, utilizing the largest collection of male breast cancer clinical characteristics and biological samples to date (N=1,483).¹⁹ This study confirmed previous research showing that male breast cancer has different biological characteristics than female breast cancer, with higher rates of hormone receptor positivity, older age at presentation, and higher proportion of nodal disease at presentation.²,²⁰,²¹ In this large international cohort, only 10% of patients were 50 years or younger at diagnosis, the median age at diagnosis was 68 years, and 45% had node positive disease at presentation.

The majority of men with early stage disease underwent modified radical mastectomy (96%), but ~50% of patients with node positive disease (who could potentially benefit
from postoperative radiation) did not receive it. One-third of men received adjuvant or neoadjuvant chemotherapy, with a trend toward more chemotherapy administration over time. Only 5% of tumors were positive for HER-2 and 1% were triple negative for the estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, and HER-2. Interestingly, although >90% of men had hormone receptor positive disease, only 77% received any adjuvant endocrine therapy. Amongst those who did receive endocrine therapy, tamoxifen monotherapy was utilized in 88%, and aromatase inhibitor was administered alone or in sequence with tamoxifen in 9%.

Most men with estrogen receptor positive early stage breast cancer receive tamoxifen because it is unclear whether aromatase inhibitors adequately reduce their estrogen levels in the absence of concurrent gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist (GnRH-a) administration. When there is a contraindication to tamoxifen use (eg, a history of pulmonary embolus, though the clot risk associated with tamoxifen is poorly studied in men), aromatase inhibitors are considered with or without GnRH-a.22

**Surveillance**

**Breast imaging**

Because the age-standardized incidence of male breast cancer is only 1/100,000 person-years with a lifetime risk of 1/1,000,23-26 there is no role for screening breast tissue in the general male population. On the other hand, the risk of a new breast cancer (contralaterally in those who have had mastectomy) is significantly higher in a male breast cancer survivor than in the general population. A study from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results database that included 1,788 male breast cancers demonstrated a 30-fold increased risk of developing a contralateral breast cancer (SIR [standardized incidence ratio] =29.64, 95% CI [confidence interval] 15–52) compared to the general population of men, while female breast cancer survivors only had a two- to fourfold increased risk compared to the general population of women.27 This elevated risk was greatest in men who were younger than 50 years when first diagnosed with breast cancer (SIR 110.29, 95% CI 13.33–401.32). Risk of second breast cancers did not seem to be impacted by receipt of radiation in this study. In a Swedish cohort study that included 457 men with breast cancer, Dong and Hemminki reported a 93-fold (95% CI 39–84) increased risk of a second breast cancer in men and only a threefold increase in women. The risk was highest in the men in whom >10 years had passed since their initial breast cancer diagnosis, but the absolute risk was low (<2% over a 38-year follow-up period).28 Therefore, it is possible but not certain that routine mammographic imaging of residual breast tissue could be of value in male breast cancer survivors. Male survivors carrying BRCA mutations and those with other conditions known to predispose to new primary cancers (eg, Klinefelter’s syndrome) likely have higher rates of future new breast cancers, and therefore could benefit most from breast imaging.

**Second cancers**

Male breast cancer survivors are at risk of certain non-breast second malignancies. Cutuli et al reported that 17% of a cohort of 404 male breast cancer patients later developed at least one other primary malignancy (including prostate, lung, colorectal and esophageal cancers).29 A recent study by Masci et al revealed that 18% of male breast cancer survivors developed a second cancer over a median follow-up time of 51.5 months (range: 0.5–219 months), with prostate cancer (31%) and colon cancer (19%) being the most common. Other second neoplasms included gastric cancer, lung cancer, sarcoma, bilateral renal cancer, and leukemia. The median age at diagnosis of the second malignancy was 70 years (range: 54–82 years). Among the patients in this study who developed second neoplasms, approximately one-half had received anthracycline-based chemotherapy for their breast cancers, approximately three-quarters had received endocrine therapy, and 19% had undergone adjuvant radiation treatments. However, it is uncertain whether or not a common genetic cause or toxicities of breast cancer treatments contributed to the development of these second cancers. BRCA testing results were not available for the majority of the patients in this study, but it is possible that hereditary cancer syndromes contributed to these findings. The one patient who developed sarcoma after breast cancer was known to carry a *BRCA1* mutation.30 Interestingly, Auvinen et al reported no increase in nonbreast cancer risk in their analysis of 1,788 male breast cancer patients from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results registry (SIR =0.99, 95% CI 0.86–1.1).27

The Swedish cancer database study published by Dong and Hemminki did show a higher risk for second cancers and highlighted that there may be a special link between breast cancer and prostate cancer.28 Prostate cancer is the most common malignancy in males, with an incidence that rises with age. Patients with family histories significant for prostate cancer carry an increased risk of breast cancer and vice versa.31,32 Also, Thellenberg et al found in another large Swedish cohort study that men previously diagnosed with prostate cancer had a higher risk of breast cancer.33
This breast–prostate cancer link may be related to BRCA2 mutations and/or to the hormonal milieu, both of which can predispose to both neoplasms.44

**Cancer screening recommendations**

Much remains to be learned about optimal surveillance strategies in men with breast cancer. At this point, we believe that male survivors of early stage breast cancer should be offered the same annual mammography of residual breast tissue for early detection of second breast cancers as female survivors (though the value of breast imaging remains uncertain in men) and the same screening programs for non-breast cancers as men in the general population, unless they are found to carry deleterious genetic mutations for which specific follow-up is recommended.

Extrapolating from National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for female breast cancer survivors, it is likely appropriate to suggest that male breast cancer survivors undergo history and physical examination (including chest wall/breast examination) twice yearly for the first 5 years of surveillance and then annually thereafter. Laboratory testing and nonbreast imaging are recommended only in the setting of clinical suspicion of relapse or recurrence based on new or worsening symptoms.36

**Importance of genetic counseling and testing in male breast cancer survivors**

Genetic factors play a role in male breast cancer. BRCA mutations, in particular BRCA2 mutations, are significantly associated with male breast cancer. Most population-based studies show that 10%–15% of men with breast cancer carry a mutation in BRCA2. Furthermore, approximately 5%–10% of men with BRCA2 mutations will develop breast cancer at some point in their lives.44 The frequency of these mutations differs drastically among different ethnicities and countries, as some populations carry founder mutations. In Iceland, for instance, the BRCA2 999del5 founder mutation is seen in over 40% of male breast cancer cases.36 The median age of diagnosis in BRCA2 mutation carriers is 58.8 years, almost a decade younger than that in nonmutation carriers.37 There is some evidence that men with BRCA2 mutations who develop breast cancer tend to have more aggressive disease as well.6,37 BRCA1 is less closely linked to male breast cancer (multiple series have shown that <5% of men with breast cancer carry a BRCA1 mutation).47,37,39,40 Some male BRCA carriers with a history of breast cancer opt for bilateral mastectomies to reduce risk of future breast cancers, but the incidence of ipsilateral and contralateral new primaries remains poorly studied in male survivors with deleterious BRCA mutations.

Mitri et al recently published results that validate the use of BRCAPRO testing in men.44 BRCAPRO, which has been validated in other populations, is a model that uses personal cancer history, family cancer history, age at cancer diagnosis, risk-reducing surgery history, ethnicity, and current age or age at death of included individuals to determine risk of carrying a BRCA mutation.44 This study assessed 148 men, one-third of whom had been diagnosed with breast cancer. Other diagnoses included pancreatic cancer, prostate cancer, and other primary cancers. There were 37 men in the study who did not have a personal history of cancer. Fifty patients (34%) tested positive for a BRCA mutation (22 BRCA1, 27 BRCA2, and 1 with both BRCA1 and BRCA2). The authors found that the median BRCAPRO score was significantly higher for those who tested positive and that the test had appropriate sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value for validation in this population.44

Mutations in other genes including CHEK2 and CYP17, have also been implicated in male breast cancer. CHEK2 is a cell cycle checkpoint kinase that contributes to DNA repair. The CHEK2 1100delC mutation is estimated to contribute to 9% of male breast cancer cases and increases the risk of breast cancer 10-fold in men without BRCA mutations.8,45 Mutations in CYP17, a gene involved in the synthesis of estrogen from androgen, have been associated with an increased male breast cancer risk in small studies, but more research is needed in this area.9 There has also been at least one case of male breast cancer detected in a carrier of a deleterious mutation in MLH1, a mismatch repair gene.46

**Genetic testing recommendations**

Owing to the strong link between BRCA2 mutations and male breast cancer, we agree with the NCCN recommendation that all male breast cancer survivors be offered genetic counseling and testing based on their risk of carrying a deleterious mutation that might be relevant to their own care or the care of their family members.47

**Managing long-term treatment sequelae**

**Adherence to endocrine therapy**

Men with breast cancer deal with substantial physical, emotional, and social sequelae of this disease. Although the majority of male patients are treated with endocrine therapy because their tumors are usually strongly hormone receptor...
positive, studies have shown that at least 25% of men discontinue this medication, likely at least in part due to treatment side effects.48–50 Visram et al published a retrospective review of 59 male breast cancer patients of whom 42 (71%) received endocrine therapy. Tamoxifen was used in 38 patients, and their most common side effects were hot flashes, weight gain, decreased libido, fatigue, pulmonary embolism, depression, and rash. Tamoxifen was prematurely discontinued in 24% of men due to these side effects. Aromatase inhibitors (anastrozole and letrozole) were used in 13 of the 42 patients, and 11 of the 13 had previously taken tamoxifen. Commonly reported side effects of the aromatase inhibitors included decreased libido, peripheral edema, depression, and hot flashes.49 Pemmaraju et al published another study evaluating 64 male breast cancer patients on tamoxifen. Thirty-four (53%) experienced significant side effects, the most common of which were weight gain and sexual dysfunction; 20.3% of these men discontinued endocrine therapy prematurely.50

Thus, it seems in small studies that men with breast cancer who are on endocrine therapy suffer from similar side effects as women who receive these treatments, and are therefore as likely to prematurely discontinue treatment, potentially forfeiting a therapeutic benefit. Although the impact of adjuvant endocrine therapy and lifestyle modifications are only well established in female survivors, it is reasonable to regularly assess adherence to endocrine therapy and to encourage a healthy and active lifestyle (including maintenance of normal body mass index) in male breast cancer survivors. Care providers need to be aware of the side effects of treatment in men in order to offer management strategies and encourage adherence in this population.

Bone health
The use of aromatase inhibitors in the treatment of breast cancer has been linked to bone loss and fractures in women.51–55 As a result, NCCN recommends periodic bone mineral density testing in women on aromatase inhibitor therapy. In contrast, tamoxifen only causes bone thinning in premenopausal women and improves bone density in postmenopausal women. It is unknown how a man’s bone density changes during treatment with tamoxifen or aromatase inhibitors. GnRH-a medications, commonly used in the treatment of prostate cancer, have also been linked to increased bone loss and fractures. Multiple studies have shown annual rates of bone loss of 2%–8% in the lumbar spine and 1.8%–6.5% at the femoral neck in men on GnRH-a therapy.56–62 with the highest rates of bone loss occurring during the first year of treatment.63,64 GnRH-a medications have also been associated with an increased risk of fracture.65–67 Taylor et al performed a systematic review with a total of 100,000 men on androgen-deprivation therapy and reported a relative risk of skeletal fracture associated with GnRH-a of 1.23 (95% CI 1.10–1.38) and a relative risk of vertebral fracture associated with GnRH-a of 1.39 (95% CI 1.20–1.60).68 Therefore, the importance of bone mineral density testing in male survivors remains unclear. Recommendations from the National Osteoporosis Foundation (http://www.nof.org) should be followed in this setting (including use of supplemental calcium 1,200 mg daily and vitamin D3 800–1,000 IU daily for all men over age 50). Calculation of a FRAX score may help determine the need for baseline and follow-up dual energy X-ray absorptiometry during adjuvant endocrine therapy for male breast cancer.69

Hot flashes
Hot flash management has been well studied in female breast cancer survivors, but further study is needed in men. Lifestyle modifications such as sleeping in a cool room and dressing in layers may be beneficial, as may medications such as venlafaxine or citalopram.70–73 Because ~60%–80% of men with prostate cancer on androgen-deprivation therapy experience hot flashes, the literature on management of hot flashes in prostate cancer may inform recommendations for men with breast cancer.74,75 Multiple studies have evaluated venlafaxine, medroxyprogesterone acetate, diethylstilbestrol, and cyproterone acetate in men with prostate cancer, with the most promising results in favor of the hormonal agents (which may decrease the number of hot flashes by 75% or more).76–82 However, because of concerns about the safety of exogenous hormone use in patients with hormonally sensitive tumors, these agents have not been used frequently in male breast cancer survivors.

Acupuncture also appears promising for management of hot flashes in men. Frisk et al assessed the effect of traditional acupuncture versus electrostimulated acupuncture in 29 Swedish men on androgen deprivation for prostate cancer. Both forms of acupuncture significantly decreased the number of hot flashes, distress from hot flashes, and hot flash score (electrostimulated acupuncture 78% and traditional acupuncture 73%) in this population.83 A larger study intervened with self-acupuncture in 196 men and women (most of whom had prostate or breast cancer) who were experiencing at least 16 hot flashes daily. With self-acupuncture, 79% of patients experienced at least a 50% reduction in hot flashes over a mean duration of treatment of 9 months (range: 1 month–6 years).84 Therefore, although
unstudied, acupuncture may be a useful adjunct in the management of hot flashes in men on endocrine therapy for breast cancer.

**Sexual dysfunction**

Sexual dysfunction is a significant concern for many male breast cancer survivors. In a web-based survey, 40% of 42 respondents, with median age 64 years and median time since diagnosis approximately 2 years, self-reported their sexual functioning over the prior month as very poor on the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite Sexual Scale. Ten percent of these respondents had Stage 4 disease, 62% had received chemotherapy, and 59% were on some form of endocrine therapy. Mean Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite Sexual Scale scores did not differ significantly between men on or off hormonal therapy, surprisingly. In addition to the physiological sexual dysfunction that men can experience secondary to their breast cancer treatment, they may also experience significant psychological trauma from their body changes, including loss of breast tissue, testicular changes, and secondary sexual changes that result from the use of hormonal treatments.

Thus, more attention to impotence, poor libido, and other aspects of sexual functioning may be of value to many male breast cancer survivors. This is consistent with the NCCN Survivorship Guidelines, which recommend an open dialog regarding sexual functioning between health care providers and cancer survivors of all types at regular intervals. These guidelines suggest the use of the Sexual Health Inventory for Men, a previously validated five-question survey, in the initial evaluation for erectile dysfunction. Depending on the severity of the sexual dysfunction, men may try lifestyle modifications, including weight loss, smoking cessation, and decreased alcohol consumption, and/or they may benefit from sexual counseling or phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors. Reconstructive surgeries may also be helpful to those who have body image concerns.

**Emotional distress**

Because breast cancer is so much more common in women, the emotional burden of this disease may be particularly striking in men. Some men feel embarrassed to have a woman’s cancer, and it may be difficult for them to find other male survivors with whom to connect for support. Kipling et al recently published on the psychological impact of breast disorders among males in the UK. Seventy-eight men undergoing workup at a breast clinic in Durham, UK, were surveyed over an 18-month period to assess their feelings about their diagnoses. Almost 30% of men reported feeling embarrassed to see their doctor and one-fourth reported anxiety related to their diagnosis.

Male breast cancer survivors who are experiencing distress or feeling emasculated may benefit from contact with social workers, psychologists, and male breast cancer support groups. Farrell et al reported on the success of a pilot study evaluating telephone support groups in men with breast cancer. Eleven men were recruited using flyers in a breast oncology clinic, targeted mailings, and direct referral from their oncologists. A social worker facilitated monthly phone calls for this group, but the topics of discussion were participant driven. Over a course of 6 months, the men discussed sexuality/loss of libido, side effects of treatment, the isolation they felt, how to raise awareness of male breast cancer in their communities, and their frustration regarding the lack of resources for male breast cancer survivors. In response, the social worker engaged a sexual health expert and a medical oncologist to address some of these issues over the phone. Of note, there was no attrition over the course of the support group. On a survey 6 months after the last call, completed by approximately three-fourth of participants, 75% of the respondents reported that the group allowed them to gain access to new information, connect to others in a similar situation, find mutual support, and feel less alone. Ninety percent of respondents said that they would recommend participation in this type of support group to other men with breast cancer and that it met or exceeded their expectations. This small pilot study demonstrated that health care providers involved in the care of men with breast cancer can employ creative means to address the psychological, emotional, and sexual sequelae of this rare diagnosis.

**Cardiotoxicity**

Cardiac outcomes in male breast cancer survivors are also understudied, but the NCCN survivorship guidelines provide guidance for evaluation and management of the heart after cancer. Because many men and women with breast cancer are treated with anthracycline and/or HER2-directed therapies, both of which can damage the heart, and because those with at least one heart failure risk factor (hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, family history of cardiomyopathy, age over 65 years, smoking, alcoholism, obesity, or known cardiovascular comorbidities, including atrial fibrillation, structural heart disease, or coronary artery disease) are at increased risk for progressive heart failure after receipt of anthracyclines, certain male breast cancer survivors may benefit from aggressive cardiovascular risk management with...
Venous thromboembolism

Treatment with tamoxifen is commonly considered an independent risk factor for venous thromboembolism.\textsuperscript{91,92} Data from multiple trials and systematic reviews suggest that the use of tamoxifen for chemoprevention in otherwise healthy women increases the risk of thromboses two- to threefold.\textsuperscript{93–96} This translates to an absolute risk of two to three cases per 1,000 people per year.\textsuperscript{93,94} Venous thromboembolism can be associated with significant morbidity and mortality, with up to 15% 3-month mortality rates in those with pulmonary embolism and up to 70% post-thrombotic syndrome rates for lower extremity deep venous thromboembolism.\textsuperscript{97–99} Furthermore, multiple population-based studies have demonstrated that the risk of thromboembolism increases exponentially with age. The risk for those younger than 20 years is one in 100,000, for those 40–75 years old is one in 1,000, and for those older than 75 years is one in 100.\textsuperscript{100–102} Overall, the age-adjusted annual incidence rate for venous thromboembolism is higher in men (130/100,000) compared to that in women (110/100,000), except during the childbearing years, when the incidence in women is higher.\textsuperscript{102–104} After age 45, incidence rates are generally higher in males.\textsuperscript{103} Men on average are diagnosed with breast cancer a decade later than women, so their baseline risk of thromboembolism at the time they start hormonal treatments is higher than that of their female counterparts due to both age and sex. Furthermore, there has been at least one case report of venous thromboembolism as the presenting sign of male breast cancer.\textsuperscript{105} Based on numerous clinical trials and studies in women that demonstrate that tamoxifen is an independent risk factor for venous thromboembolism, we extrapolate that men on tamoxifen are also likely at increased risk for thrombosis and their potential sequelae. Therefore, a careful personal history assessing for risk factors for thromboses and a family history evaluating for thrombophilia should be performed in all men prior to initiation of hormonal therapy. More studies are needed looking at the potentially deadly risk of blood clots in men on hormonal treatment for breast cancer.

Conclusion

Male breast cancer survivors are a special population. There are no randomized clinical trial data in male breast cancer patients to guide treatment and follow-up recommendations, so we extrapolate from guidelines developed for women with breast cancer and for men with other cancers to outline reasonable follow-up care for male breast cancer survivors. Men are at risk of many of the same treatment-related sequelae as women, and they may suffer a great psychosocial burden from their diagnosis. More research is needed to help tailor therapeutic choices and to increase support for men with breast cancer.
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